02-08-2015 Hanover Canada – Adam Brunt – FF Student – Ice
Rescue Training

Feb. 8, 2015 death of Durham College fire student Adam Brunt, 30 – who
died during ice-water training in the Saugeen River in Hanover – will be
the subject of an inquest.

Adam Brunt, firefighting student, dies during training in
Hanover
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/adam-brunt-firefighting-student-diesduring-training-in-hanover-1.2949993
Feb 09, 2015 CBC News
Brunt got caught in current
of Saugeen River and spent
15 minutes submerged
Police and the Ministry of Labour
are investigating after a man
became trapped during a
training exercise for ice and
water rescue certification in
Hanover, Ont., and later died on
Sunday.
Adam Brunt, 30, was enrolled in the firefighter program at Durham College and
police say he was attending the extra-curricular course to get additional credit
outside of the college.
Brunt was one of 12 students who entered the Saugeen River to simulate a
scenario of moving through fast-flowing water in a rescue situation. The students
were wearing specialized safety gear but were not harnessed to one another.
According to Inspector Chris Knoll of Hanover police, Brunt was forced under the
water by the strong current and became trapped beneath a “dam of ice” that
formed in the channel.
The other students and the course instructor did not realize he was missing until
after the exercise had ended, Knoll said.
Police searched for Brunt for 15 minutes before he was brought to the surface. He
was rushed to hospital, where doctors attempted to resuscitate him for three hours
before he was declared dead.
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"We never in a million years expected this to happen. We are in shock," wrote
Brunt's girlfriend Jenna McNamee in a series of tweets posted shortly after
midnight.
"And the love of my life is gone."
The exercise was being
conducted by a private firm
from Newmarket. Knoll said
the instructor present was the
owner of the company, but
that police are not releasing
the name of the company or
owner at the present time.
In a statement released
Monday, Durham College
wrote Brunt was indeed a preservice firefighting student.
"Most students in this program
choose to supplement their
class instruction with practical
experience, acquired from
external trainers," the
statement read.
"We are deeply saddened by
this incident and will support our students, staff and faculty through this upsetting
time."
The statement reiterated that the Newmarket firm has no affiliation with the
college.
The Coroner’s Office is involved in the investigation and a post mortem is scheduled
to be done today in London.

Investigation into Hanover river training fatal continues
http://www.owensoundsuntimes.com/2015/02/09/investigation-into-hanover-rivertraining-fatal-continues
February 9, 2015 By Scott Dunn, Sun Times, Owen Sound
HANOVER - The owner of a company conducting cold water rescue training Sunday
afternoon in Hanover, where a Durham College student became trapped under ice
in the Saugeen River and died, was acquitted on health and safety act charges in
another cold water training death five years ago.
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Adam Brunt, 30, of Bowmanville died Sunday after becoming submerged beneath
the ice in the fast-flowing Saugeen River. He was among a dozen firefighting
program students in Hanover this weekend to take the training, Hanover Police
Insp. Chris Knoll said
Monday.
Herschel Rescue
Training Systems was
running the weekend
cold water rescue
training in Hanover, a
Ministry of Labour
spokesman said
Monday. An
investigator has
attended the scene of
the fatality. West
Grey police
photographed and
videoed the scene for
Hanover police
West Grey police officers assist Hanover police near the
Monday.

water's edge by taking a video Monday documenting the
spot where Adam Robert Brunt, 30, of Bowmanville, was
trapped under ice for approximately 15 minutes during
an ice water rescue training exercise in the Saugeen
River the previous day before he was pronounced dead
several hours later at the Hanover hospital.
(Christine Bennett/QMI Agency)

But it has yet to be
determined whether
the training location
can be considered a
workplace, giving the
labour ministry
authority over the incident, ministry spokesman William Lin said Monday.

Police are working with the Ministry of Labour and the Ontario Office of the Coroner.
A post-mortem was scheduled to take place Monday morning at University Hospital
in London, Ont. Knoll declined to reveal the cause of death without the coroner's
permission.
Durham College said in a statement that Brunt was in a pre-service firefighter
program and was supplementing class instruction as most fellow students do with
external training from a Newmarket firm not affiliated with the college.
Brunt was training with eleven other students and one instructor at the time of the
river mishap by the 7th Ave. Bridge, Hanover police said in a news release. One by
one, each of the 13 people involved floated down through a channel of fast-flowing
water on the partially frozen river in quick succession, Knoll said in an interview.
“And when the final person came through, they realized that one of the first people
that did go through was missing,” Knoll said. “So this all happened in a minute or
two. It was very quick.”
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“They knew as soon as the exercise was complete that he was missing and that he
was under the ice,” Knoll said.
The firefighting program students were wearing water rescue gear and they
assisted firefighters with the Hanover Fire Department with the rescue, Hanover
Fire Chief Ken Roseborough said Monday. The fire department was not involved in
the training exercise, he said.
It took about 15 minutes from the time of the call for firefighters to respond and
free Brunt from the water. He was rushed to Hanover hospital, where emergency
room staff worked on him for several hours before he was pronounced dead,
Roseborough and police said.
Knoll declined to comment about the training company or the trainer Monday. “He's
not necessarily facing any charges at this point. There has been no charges laid,”
he said. Police planned to return to the scene of the fatality to shoot video of it
Monday afternoon, he said.
Knoll said police want to speak with anyone who witnessed the cold water training
or rescue efforts. Police can be reached at 519-364-2411.
Terry Harrison identifies himself as a master instructor and owner of Herschel
Rescue on his Facebook page. He has worked in Hanover before and has posted
pictures of rope rescue training he did in Hanover last summer at Hanover's P & H
mill. Reached by phone Monday about Sunday's training death, Harrison said “No
comment right now, thanks.”
Harrison was acquitted in 2012 on one charge under the Occupational Health and
Safety Act in the 2010 death of Point Edward volunteer firefighter Gary Kendall. The
51-year-old was pulled under the ice for three or four minutes during a Jan. 30,
2010 training exercise, the Sarnia Observer reported during the trial.
Witnesses said he was being hit in the back by floating ice with a pile of shore ice in
front of him. Kendall died in hospital the following day.
Justice Michael O'Dea acquitted Harrison on a health and safety act charge of failing
as a supervisor to take reasonable precautions to protect a worker by having
adequate rescuers and equipment available. O'Dea also dismissed three other
charges against him by the end of the six-day trial.
A key trial issue was whether Harrison was the supervisor in charge of safety for 18
firefighters who were in the frigid, swift-moving St. Clair River, The Observer
reported.
Point Edward Fire Chief Doug MacKenzie testified he was not the incident
commander and that Harrison was instructing the firefighters. But O'Dea found the
chief never gave up authority over the safety of firefighters.
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O'Dea also said common sense dictates there needed to be somebody on shore
watching the firefighters to see how they could get out if necessary. There was
nobody to help those who got in trouble because they were all floating downstream,
O'Dea said.
Charges against the fire chief were withdrawn, while the Village of Point Edward
pleaded guilty to failing to take precautions to protect a worker and was fined
$75,000.
A Ministry of Labour prosecutor said right after the trial that coroner's inquest
recommendations to prevent a similar death were needed. No inquest into Kendall's
death was held, the coroner's office confirmed Monday.

Durham firefighters say ‘real life’ training essential
http://www.insidehalton.com/news-story/5332416-durham-firefighters-say-reallife-training-essential/
Feb 10, 2015 By Jillian Follert DurhamRegion.com

Specialty training, such as exercise Durham College student Adam
Brunt was doing, a popular way to gain an edge over competition
DURHAM -- Competition for firefighting jobs is fierce these days, and everyone is
looking for an edge.
Speciality training courses, like the one Durham College firefighting student Adam
Brunt was taking when he died on Feb. 8, are a
popular choice for students who want to beef up
their resume.
“It’s a very competitive field right now, it’s very
popular,” says Oshawa Fire Chief Steve
Meringer. “They’re over subscribed at the college
level, it’s hard to even get in. If you want to be
successful in the recruitment process, you have
to build your resume accordingly.”

Steve Meringer
Oshawa Fire Chief Steve Meringer

Chief Meringer declined to comment on the specific training Mr. Brunt was taking,
but says there are many private firms that teach courses such as rope rescue,
confined space rescue and water and ice rescue.
Those techniques are not part of the basic firefighting skills taught in college
programs such as the Durham College pre-service firefighter program Mr. Brunt
was enrolled in.
The Oshawa chief says the very nature of the job means the training also has an
element of danger.
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For example, at this time of year, Oshawa Fire Services often conducts its own
training out on the lake.
“We start training in a pool ... but then we move on to ice. You have to replicate
that environment,” he explains, noting that they are “very stringent” about
safety.
Brent Pearce, Mr. Brunt’s uncle and a Clarington firefighter for 16 years, says the
30-year-old Bowmanville man was training with a Newmarket-based firm called
Herschel Rescue.
Terry Harrison, who identifies himself online as the main instructor and owner of
the firm, could not be reached for comment.
This is not the first time a student has died while training with Mr. Harrison.
In 2010, a 51-year-old volunteer firefighter named Gary Kendall was trapped under
ice for several minutes during a similar training exercise on the St. Clair River near
Sarnia.
Mr. Harrison was acquitted in 2012 on a charge under the Occupational Health and
Safety Act of failing to take reasonable precautions to protect a worker.
Richard Boyes, executive director of the Ontario Association of Fire Chiefs, says
companies that provide specialized firefighter training are not regulated.
He stressed consumers need to do their “due diligence” when choosing a firm,
including ensuring that trainers are qualified.
While training in a frigid river or with a real fire involves a degree of danger, Mr.
Boyes says it is crucial for firefighters to experience realistic conditions so they will
be prepared in an emergency.
“There ultimately comes a point where you have to be as close to real life as
possible,” he says.

Death of firefighter-in-training prompts calls for regulation
of private safety companies
http://www.therecord.com/news-story/5334940-death-of-firefighter-in-trainingprompts-calls-for-regulation-of-private-safety-companies/
Feb 11, 2015 By Paola Loriggio Waterloo Region Record
TORONTO — The recent death of a firefighting student during an ice rescue exercise
conducted by a private company in Ontario has prompted calls for the province's
oversight of the safety training industry that is not regulated.
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While the industry has established best practices for firefighter training, including
preferred instructor-to-student ratios for high-risk exercises, there's nothing to
force private companies to adopt them, fire officials said.
"Anybody could start teaching something tomorrow, and if somebody is willing to
pay them the money and take the course, there's nothing that says that they can't
do it — it's not necessarily safe and it's not necessarily protected," said Jeff Van
Rybroeck, the fire chief in the southwestern Ontario municipality of South-West
Oxford Township.
Fire departments who contract out specialty training know to do their due diligence,
but firefighting students looking to flesh out their resumes might not be as savvy,
he said in a phone interview.
"For a lot of these types of companies, they're almost preying on these pre-fire
students because they know those students are willing to pay the money to take
the training, and unfortunately they don't have the knowledge of who they should
be going to for some of these things," he said.
"If there was some type of registration system or even an endorsement that these
people would have to go out to, it would make the industry a lot safer."
The private safety training industry has come under scrutiny after a firefighting
student died Sunday during a rescue exercise in Hanover, Ont. Adam Brunt, 30,
was trapped under the ice for about 15 minutes, police said.
He was one of 12 students taking part in the class, with one instructor, police said.
Police and the Ontario Ministry of Labour are investigating.
A ministry spokesman said the exercise was run by a Toronto-area company called
Herschel Rescue Training Systems. A man named Terry Harrison identifies himself
as the company's owner and master instructor, and as a Toronto-area firefighter,
on his LinkedIn profile.
A man by the same name was acquitted after being charged in 2010 under the
Occupational Health and Safety Act in the death of a volunteer firefighter, Gary
Kendall, who died during a similar ice water rescue exercise near Sarnia, Ont.,
according to media reports. A judge ruled he had not officially been designated as
incident commander for the exercise, the media reports said. The municipality of
Point Edward was fined $75,000, while charges against its fire chief were dropped.
Neither Harrison nor the company responded to a request for comment. The
Ministry of Labour would not say whether the same man was involved in both
incidents, but several industry insiders confirmed that was the case.
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A post on the company's Facebook page lists last weekend's training course in
Hanover as costing $400 including accommodations. Another post advertises a fiveday rope rescue class in Brampton at the end of the month for $500.
Brunt's father, Al Brunt, said his son signed up for the ice rescue course "because
he wanted to have it on his resume" as he sought work in a highly competitive
field.
In Ontario, firefighting programs are offered through colleges and other accredited
institutions. The Ontario Fire College, which is run by the office of the fire marshal,
provides ongoing training for active firefighters.
Private companies are "market-driven," and set up courses based on perceived
demand, said Richard Boyes, executive director of the Ontario Association of Fire
Chiefs.
Many would-be firefighters believe taking additional training will give them a leg up
on their rivals, Boyes said.
"Firefighting is a highly sought after position so that's what makes the candidates
try to get any advantage they can," he said.
However, fire chiefs across Canada are looking for basic skills first and foremost, he
said, pointing to the standards and best practices established by the National Fire
Protection Association, an international non-profit organization for the firefighting
industry.
Fire departments generally prefer to arrange their own specialty training — such as
ice rescues or dealing with hazardous materials — for fire crews, either in house or
through a third-party provider, he said.
Van Rybroeck, a former training officer, said measures are needed to ensure those
taking safety courses aren't putting themselves at risk.
"No one should ever die from a training incident," he said.
"Training should be protected, it should provide safety for the students, it should
provide a safe environment where they can learn and become proficient at their
skills. It should never be something where they're faced with danger and they have
to fear for their life."
The Canadian Press

Private safety training companies that teach firefighters
aren't regulated
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/private-safety-training-companies-thatteach-firefighters-aren-t-regulated-1.2953924
Feb 11, 2015 The Canadian Press
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The recent death of a firefighting student during an ice rescue exercise conducted
by a private company in Ontario has prompted calls for the province's oversight of
the safety training industry that is not regulated.
Fire officials say that while the industry has
established best practices for firefighter training,
there's nothing to force private companies to adopt
them.
Jeff Van Rybroeck, a fire chief in southwestern
Ontario, says many firefighting students think taking
these courses will give them a leg up during the job
hunt.
But he says they don't always know to check whether
the companies offering the training are above board.

Adam Brunt, 30, was
killed during a water and
ice rescue training
course near Hanover,
Ont.
(Provided by Brunt's family)

He says the industry would be much safer if these companies were regulated.
Al Brunt, whose son Adam died in the training incident in Hanover, Ontario, last
weekend, says the 30-year-old student took the course "because he wanted to
have it on his resume."

Editor's blog
http://www.cdnfirefighter.com/editors-blog/editors-blog-20478
February 11, 2015 Written by Laura King
Feb. 11, 2015, Toronto – Out of respect for the family of Adam Brunt, the Durham
College student who died during ice-water rescue training in Hanover on Sunday, I
waited a couple of days to say out loud what everyone else is thinking: How many
students have to die in Ontario before the training industry is regulated, and simple
standards – such as teacher-student ratios, safety briefings, safety plans, safety
officers and rapid intervention teams – become mandatory?
It seems we’ve had this conversation before – about the acceptable number of
deaths of seniors in retirement homes – and we all know the Herculean effort
required to convince government to make sprinklers mandatory.
But training companies are different; they are not regulated – by any agency or any
government department. Not the Office of the Ontario Fire Marshal and Emergency
Management (OFMEM), not the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities, and,
in this case, perhaps not even the Ministry of Labour (which is investigating), given
that there was no employer/employee relationship between the training provider
and the students.
By now you’ve read that the company that offered the program in Hanover,
Herschel Rescue Training Systems, is the same one that provided the ice-water
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rescue course in Point Edward, Ont., in 2010, when firefighter Gary Kendall became
trapped under ice for four minutes, and died. The ratio? One instructor to 18
students.
Herschel owner/operator Terry Harrison was charged under the Occupational Health
and Safety Act (OHSA). In that case, the act applied because Harrison had been
brought in by the fire department, which was the employer. The judge determined
that the fire chief had not technically handed over authority to Harrison that day,
and therefore Harrison was not the supervisor, so the charges were dismissed. The
town paid a $75,000 fine for failing to ensure the safety of its workers, and that
was that.
Sunday’s training program in Hanover was different, an open course, advertised on
Herschel’s Facebook page – one instructor and 12 students, according to police –
offered to individuals like Brunt, who enrolled in the session to add to his resume,
hoping it would help him get hired.
Which I find interesting. Not a single fire department in Ontario – that I’m aware of
–lists ice-water rescue among its minimum requirements for hiring. Conventional
wisdom used to be that the more courses a firefighter candidate listed on a resume,
the better the chance of employment. And out of that conventional wisdom sprung
myriad training companies – many run by career firefighters who work shifts and
have the time to devote to a second job – offering courses in everything from icewater rescue to auto extrication.
Particularly now, with standardized firefighter candidate testing in Ontario, those
courses aren’t necessary to get hired, and prospective firefighters need not spend
money taking them.
That message, however, hasn’t filtered down to firefighter candidates, who still
clamour to enroll in courses to build their CVs. As one former fire chief told me
yesterday, all that mattered when he was hiring was that candidates had NFPA
Firefighter I and II, did a great interview, and were the right fit for the department.
“If I want them to have ice-water rescue or any other course,” he said, “I’ll put
them through the program because I want them to be taught to do it our way.”
So, what’s the recourse? Well, if social media is a barometer of public opinion, the
outrage over Brunt’s tragic and preventable death should mean immediate
changes. But we all know that’s unlikely. Who, or what agency or organization,
would champion that change?
Well, given that that there have been two training deaths, in similar circumstances,
in five years, and given that fire fighting and all its offshoots are inherently
dangerous, it follows that realistic training for such pursuits is also inherently
dangerous and, like fire fighting, requires regulatory control.
Therefore, it logically falls to the agencies that have the ability to enact regulations
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– the OFMEM, the Ministry of Colleges, Universities and Training, or the Ministry of
Labour – to take the proverbial bull by the horns, develop guidelines, and ensure
that training for any aspect of fire fighting be done as safely as possible, no matter
who provides it.
And while organizations such as the Ontario Association of Fire Chiefs, the training
officers association, the union (which has the most political clout), and the
volunteer firefighters association have no regulatory authority, it would be shameful
for them not to advocate for such change.
To start, fire-service leaders can petition politicians for an inquest into Brunt’s
death. (There were calls for an inquest into Kendall’s death but none was ever
held.) Inquests produce recommendations, which, while not binding, can – at the
very least – draw mainstream media attention to an issue and may potentially lead
to legislation.
Another option is to press Ontario’s fire-services advisory committee for OH&S, and
the NFPA, to develop guidelines for training similar to those for live fire or technical
rescue, and which would be applicable to third-party trainers.
There must be other options, and people far smarter than me and more connected
to training and rules and standards and guidelines might have better ideas. If you
do, speak up. Gary Kendall and Adam Brunt need you to be their champion.

Adam Brunt's training death shocks family of dead firefighter
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/adam-brunt-s-training-death-shocks-family-ofdead-firefighter-1.2955411
Feb 12, 2015 The Canadian Press
Myrissa Kendall lost her father when
he took the same ice river rescue
course
The death of a volunteer firefighter who
drowned five years ago during an ice
rescue exercise in Ontario should have
pushed the province to ensure those
taking private training courses aren't
putting their lives at risk, the man's
daughter said in the wake of another
fatal training incident.

Adam Brunt, 30, was killed during a
water and ice rescue training course
near Hanover, Ont.
(Provided by Brunt's family)

Had the provincial government stepped
in to regulate the safety training industry after her father's death, it might have
protected an Ontario firefighting student who died in a similar exercise on the
weekend, Myrissa Kendall said.
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"You would think that with the death of someone, that they would look more into it
and laws would change to try to prevent this from happening again," Kendall, 28,
said in a phone interview from her home in the Sarnia, Ont., area.
"Unfortunately that was not done, and now it's happened a second time."
A spokesman for the minister of training, colleges and universities said the courses
offered by safety training companies are considered single-skill training and thus
aren't covered by the Private Career Colleges Act. The Act regulates vocational
training.
Sunday's training death in Hanover, Ont., has prompted calls for the province to
have oversight of safety training companies, which aren't required to adopt the best
practices established by the firefighting industry.
The companies provide specialty courses
such a rope rescue or handling hazardous
materials to fire departments, firefighting
students and others. One fire chief
expressed concerns that firefighting
students could fall prey to unqualified
trainers as they seek additional skills
ahead of the job hunt.
Adam Brunt, who died in an ice rescue
exercise Sunday, took the course -which isn't mandatory to become a
firefighter — through a private company
to increase his chances of finding a job,
his father said.

Volunteer firefighter Gary Kendall of
Point Edward was undergoing an ice
water training exercise in January
2010 when he was pulled under the
St. Clair River and later died.
(Family photo)

Police say Brunt, 30, was trapped under the ice for 15 minutes.
He was one of 12 students taking part in the class, with one instructor, police said.
Police and the Ontario Ministry of Labour are investigating.
Instructor acquitted in 2010 case
The ministry said the course was run by Herschel Rescue Training Systems, a
Newmarket, Ont., company.
The company's owner and master instructor, Terry Harrison, was acquitted after
being charged in 2010 under the Occupational Health and Safety Act in the death of
Kendall's father, Gary Kendall, according to court documents.
A judge ruled Harrison had not officially been designated as incident commander for
the exercise, and thus could not be held responsible for the firefighters' safety, the
documents show.
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The municipality of Point Edward was fined $75,000, while charges against its fire
chief were dropped.
A prosecutor for the Ministry of Labour called for a coroner's inquest after the trial,
but the Ontario coroner's office said none was conducted.
Kendall said her family was "shocked" to hear the circumstances of Brunt's death.
"We're pretty much just reliving everything," she said.
"Rules and regulations need to be put in place and there need to be strict guidelines
on how to follow it," she said.
The Labour Ministry says the responsibility for such programs is that of the Ministry
of Training, Colleges and Universities.
CBC contacted a spokesman for that department, headed by minister Reza Moridi.
Here is a statement from the minister’s spokesman Zak Paget:
"We are very saddened by this incident and our thoughts are with his family and
friends during this difficult time.
It’s important to note that the Ministry of Labour is continuing to investigate this
incident.
Ontario passed the Private Career Colleges Act, 2005 in order to improve student
protection, oversight and quality assurance in the sector. Now, private vocational
training programs must be approved and offered by private career colleges
registered with the Superintendent of Private Career Colleges. From January 1,
2010 to April 30, 2014, the Superintendent took enforcement measures to stop 205
unregistered private career colleges from operating.
The Private Career Colleges Act, 2005, considers vocational training programs to be
instruction in the skills and knowledge necessary to obtain employment in a
vocation. Certain exemptions do exist, including programs of study that are less
than 40 hours in length, cost less than $1,000, are funded entirely by a third party
(e.g. company sponsored training for new hires); and that are professional
upgrading or refresher courses. However, vocational pre-service firefighter
programs offered by private trainers must be approved by the Superintendent of
Private Career Colleges.
The course in question is considered single-skill training and lies outside of the
Private Career Colleges Act, 2005.
These exemptions exist because, at its core, the Private Career Colleges Act, 2005,
is consumer-protection legislation. Both the Superintendent and the Ministry’s
Private Career Colleges Branch consistently consult widely with many of the sector’s
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stakeholders to obtain feedback on how best to modernize the Act and improve
student protection and will continue to do so."
With files from CBC News

Newmarket company's safety standards questioned after
Bowmanville man Adam Brunt's death
http://www.yorkregion.com/news-story/5336581-newmarket-company-s-safetystandards-questioned-after-bowmanville-man-adam-brunt-s-death/
Feb 12, 2015 By Jeremy Grimaldi Newmarket Era
A relative of a firefighter hopeful who died while cold-water training Sunday has
called on the owner of the Newmarket rescue training company that was overseeing
the course to resign and discontinue his classes.
Shawn Huk’s comments come days after his brother-in-law, Adam Brunt, 30, of
Bowmanville died after being pulled under the water and then trapped under the ice
of the fast-flowing Saugeen River in Hanover, near Walkerton.
He made the comments to Terry Harrison, described as the master trainer and
owner of Herschel Rescue Training Systems, on the company’s Facebook page.
“I’m deeply saddened… Mr. Harrison, I do not know you, but I formally request,
from the bottom of my heart, resign, sir. Please, discontinue this training service,”
he wrote.
The post also refers to the death of volunteer firefighter Gary Kendall, 51, in 2010.
Two years later, Harrison was acquitted on a charge relating to the incident under
the Occupation Health and Safety Act after Kendall was pulled under the ice for
three or four minutes during a training exercise, according to a Sarnia Observer
article.
Durham College, where Brunt was taking his firefighter course, said the company is
not part of the school, but acts as a supplementary practical course that students
often enroll in to gain experience.
Despite the negative comments on the Herschel Facebook page, many from
firefighters, who also name Harrison as a firefighter, others have supported the
company’s safety standards in the past.
Ken Roseborough, chief of the Hanover Fire Department, which helped with the
emergency, said he and his team have been using the services of Herschel rescue
for the past two years without incident.
“(His) training has allowed our officers to provide in-house training to the rest of
our members in technical rescue areas,” he said, noting he also trains other
agencies.
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However, Rosenborough would not say whether or not he would use Harrison’s
services again, noting he plans to await the outcome of the investigation into the
incident.
“At this time, I guess we’ll have to see where this goes. I can’t say yes; I can’t say
no,” he said.
The Ministry of Labour and Hanover Police are investigating, according to the
ministry.
The local force said Brunt was one of 12 students who were travelling down the
river when he became trapped under the ice for some 15 minutes before being
freed.
Brunt’s funeral is tomorrow in Bowmanville. A number of people have been posting
touching tributes on his obituary page.
Posters wrote messages saying Brunt was a decent, nice and fun-loving young
man.
“We have so many wonderful memories of Adam as a young boy; the little athlete
with the tanned face, always wanting to help and always with a big smile,” read a
post by Cheryl Mulligan.
“He was a great role model for our little boy next door. ‘Adam’ was one of the first
names Conor ever said and he still remembers how kind Adam was.”
Brunt’s girlfriend, Jenna McNamee tweeted: “It was supposed to be just simple ice
rescue training. My heart is shattered. My sweet boyfriend and soul mate. You are
already so dearly missed. I love you now and forever.”
Harrison would not comment on the details of the story, noting he is still trying to
process the death himself.
“All I am telling you is that, right now, my heart can’t do it,” he said, fighting back
tears. “I am not worried about myself; I am worried about the families and the
other kids.”

Family relives painful time after icy death of firefighter
http://london.ctvnews.ca/family-relives-painful-time-after-icy-death-of-firefighter1.2238869
February 16, 2015 CTV London
A Lambton County family is shocked and angered that another person has died in a
cold water training exercise for firefighters.
Five years ago, Gary Kendall of Point Edward died after being trapped under the icy
water in Lake Huron during a training exercise.
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On Feb. 8, Adam Brunt also died in Hanover after becoming trapped under ice in
the Saugeen River.
For Myrissa Kendall, last weekend’s death brings back painful memories.
She rushed home from school on the East Coast to try to see her father before he
died in hospital.
"About five minutes outside of Sarnia, I was pulled over and told they couldn't keep
my dad alive any longer and that we were going to go to the house and not the
hospital."
Firefighters from across the country and the U.S. attended Gary Kendall’s funeral.
For the Kendall family, the support was overwhelming.
From that day on Myrissa Kendall and her family vowed to do everything they could
to prevent another tragedy from occurring.
They are upset that Adam Brunt, of Bowmanville, recently lost his life.
The 30-year-old firefighting student died while training with a Newmarket-based
company.
It’s believed to be the same company whose operator was charged, but later
acquitted, in relation to Kendall's death.
After his death, no regulations were placed on small private operators of firefighting
training courses.
Myrissa Kendall thought, after court appearances and a call for a coroner's inquest,
the government would have taken action.
"All I have ever said, is, 'I don't want this to happen again.’ It shouldn't have
happened the first time. It doesn’t need to happen a second, and unfortunately now
it’s happened a second.”
She plans to reach out to Brunt’s family. She also hopes the public will start asking
questions after two men have now died.
“My dad was a fantastic man, who’d always said, 'Look for the greater lesson.'
Unfortunately that was not done this time and somone else has had to relive what
we've gone through.”

Ontario may regulate private safety training after death of
Adam Brunt
http://toronto.ctvnews.ca/ontario-may-regulate-private-safety-training-afterdeath-of-adam-brunt-1.2275107
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March 11, 2015 Paola Loriggio, The Canadian Press
TORONTO -- The Ontario government says it will look into regulating companies
that provide safety courses for firefighters and other first responders following the
death of a firefighting student during a training exercise last month.
The companies, which offer non-mandatory specialized courses such as ice or rope
rescue, aren't currently under government oversight, nor are they required to
follow best practices established for firefighters.
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities said Wednesday it is now
reviewing the Private Career Colleges Act, which regulates vocational training, and
will consider proposing amendments to include private safety courses.
The ministry said it will be working closely with the Office of the Fire Marshal and
other stakeholders before coming up with a list of recommendations this fall.
Some, including an Ontario fire chief and a New Democrat MPP, have called for
government regulation to help ensure those taking such courses aren't putting
themselves unnecessarily at risk.
The industry has been under scrutiny since Adam Brunt, 30, was trapped under the
ice and died during a rescue exercise in Hanover, Ont.
His father has said Brunt took the course in the hopes it would help him find a job
once he completed his firefighting program.
The Ministry of Labour is investigating.
"I was very saddened by this incident and our thoughts continue to be with Adam
Brunt's family and friends during this difficult time," Reza Moridi, the minister of
training, said in a statement.
"After incidents like this, it is important to take a hard look at any potential
improvements that could help prevent future accidents in programs that are
currently exempt from regulatory oversight under the Private Career Colleges Act,
like single-skill firefighting courses."
The course Brunt took was run by Herschel Rescue Training Systems, a Torontoarea company whose owner and master instructor was acquitted after being
charged under the Occupational Health and Safety Act in the training death of a
volunteer firefighter near Sarnia, Ont., in 2010.
Court documents show a judge ruled Terry Harrison had not officially been
designated as incident commander for the exercise, and thus could not be held
responsible for the safety of firefighters.
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Harrison has said he was invited to take part in the 2010 exercise but was not hired
to lead it.
He has also called for coroners' inquests in both fatal incidents and said there
should be a review of current rules to make sure rescue workers get the education
they need.

Questions remain unanswered five years after Point
Edward firefighter's death, says daughter

http://www.theobserver.ca/2015/03/12/questions-remain-unanswered-five-yearsafter-point-edward-firefighters-death-says-daughter
March 12, 2015 By Barbara Simpson, Sarnia Observer
The family of fallen Point Edward firefighter Gary Kendall has taken their push for
changes to the private sector safety training industry to Queen's Park.
Members of the Kendall family called at a Toronto press conference Thursday for
both an inquest into the volunteer firefighter's death and for the private sector
safety training industry to be regulated.
Kendall died as the result of a fire training exercise provided by Herschel Rescue
Training Systems on the St. Clair River in January 2010.
Close to the five-year anniversary of Kendall's death, Durham College fire student
Adam Brunt also died in an ice water training exercise provided by the same
trainer.
“We always felt and a lot of people always said, 'This shouldn't have happened the
first time,' so if it did, why weren't things put in place to prevent it from happening
a second time?” daughter Myrisa Kendall said Thursday afternoon.
“It's now taken a second death to get questions from the first one answered and for
things to start rolling to get change, so this never happens again.”
She couldn't attend Thursday's press conference, but her mother Brenda and her
uncle Paul Kendall went to support the efforts of Oshawa NDP MPP Jennifer French.
She has joined both the Kendall and Brunt families in their united call for the
province to address the surprisingly unregulated private sector safety training
industry.
“It doesn't really make sense, but now that we've identified there's a group in
limbo, it has to be changed because it did happen five years ago and in
unbelievably similar circumstances again five years later and we can't be here in
another five years having this same conversation,” French said after the press
conference Thursday.
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The Ontario government has recently announced it will look into regulation of the
industry, but it still hasn't committed to an inquest into Kendall's death.
A Ministry of Labour prosecutor called for an inquest following the 2012 trial
involving Kendall's death.
Herschel owner and trainer Terry Harrison told The Observer Thursday he is
supportive of an inquest to make training and real-life firefighting responses
“better, safer and efficient.”
But he has questions about any regulations, particularly where the funding would
come to better research training methods and purchase equipment for all types of
rescue.
“A bigger concern is that nature is our obstacle and it is unmanageable with natural
disasters happening more often around the country and the world,” he wrote in a
message.
“How do we prepare our rescue personnel to handle them? Safety is mine and
everyone's concern and obligation, but where is the balance between training and
being prepared for these possible emergencies?”
When asked whether he has implemented any additional safety measures since
Kendall's death, Harrison wrote that he has increased the level of swimming
proficiency required to take part in his training.
“I still believe that individual swimming and self-rescue is the best and most
attainable way to increase safety measures,” he wrote. “I am the only training
company that requires a swim test.”
Myrisa Kendall said her father was a fantastic swimmer.
“This had nothing to do with his swimming ability,” she said. “It had to do with the
fact that there was so many men in water and not enough trainers.
“There are questions like: Why weren't they tethered together? Why didn't they
have ice picks? Why are you in a dangerous situation for a training exercise?”
Harrison was charged in connection to Kendall's death under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act, but three of those four charges ended up being dismissed.
He was eventually acquitted of his remaining charge following a six-day trial.
French has written an open letter to Community Safety Minister Yasir Naqvi calling
for changes on behalf of both the Kendall and Brunt families.
“After my dad's death, that was the one thing we all said, 'We want things to
change,' so this doesn't happen again,” Myrisa Kendall said. “Unfortunately nothing
changed and now we're dealing with a second death.”
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Bowmanville family who lost son, Adam Brunt, in
firefighting training accident wants answers at Queen’s
Park

http://www.durhamregion.com/news-story/5473789-bowmanville-family-who-lostson-adam-brunt-in-firefighting-training-accident-wants-answers-at-quee/
Mar 12, 2015 By Reka Szekely DurhamRegion.com
Ministry of Colleges, Training and
Universities to review act
governing private career colleges
TORONTO -- The family of a
Bowmanville firefighting student who
died during a cold-water rescue
exercise is calling for a coroner’s
inquest into his death and changes to
the rules governing private colleges
that conduct safety training.
At Queen’s Park, Oshawa NDP MPP
Jennifer French held a press
Adam Brunt and Jenna McNamee
conference with the family of Adam
Jenna McNamee posted this photo and
Brunt, 30, who died on Feb. 8 while
tweet about her boyfriend Adam Brunt:
participating in training exercises
#RIPAdam My sweet boyfriend and soul
conducted by Herschel Rescue
mate. You are already so dearly missed. I
Training Systems in Hanover,
love you now and forever <3 xoxo
Ontario. Ms. French and the Brunts
Twitter photo by @corenaturopath
were joined by Wes Mazur, a family
friend of Gary Kendall of Point Edward. Mr. Kendall was a volunteer firefighter
who died while participating in the same type of training with the same private
company in 2010.
Both families are looking not only for answers as to how the tragedy could occur
twice but also to the Province for better regulation of private companies that
conduct safety training.
Adam Brunt’s father Al Brunt said his son was the type of person who always
wanted to help others, and would give them the shirt off his back.
“He would want to protect the next person ... so we’re going to take on that battle.”
Adam’s mother Christy Brunt, sister Ashlee Brunt and girlfriend Jenna McNamee
were also there to support Mr. Brunt, who battled tears as he spoke of his son.
Ms. French said the Liberal government announced on Wednesday it would look into
the issue and said she was encouraged the government saw a need.
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“What we would hope is the families and Ontarians see action so we’re not here in
five years again,” she said.
Reza Moridi, the minister of colleges, training and universities, issued a statement
saying the Ministry would begin a review of the Private Career Colleges Act and
propose options to improve safety for students participating in programs that carry
risk.
“I was very saddened by this incident and our thoughts continue to be with Adam
Brunt’s family and friends during this difficult time,” he said. “After incidents like
this, it is important to take a hard look at any potential improvements that could
help prevent future accidents in programs that are currently exempt from
regulatory oversight under the Private Career Colleges Act, like single-skill
firefighting courses.”
Mr. Mazur said the issue is just as important now as it was when Mr. Kendall died in
2010.
“If an inquest had been called, safety measures could have been put into place in
order to keep lives safe while participating in ice water rescue training.”
He had a number of questions, including why there are no minimum qualifications
for ice water rescue trainers, why there aren’t mandatory hazard assessments and
he wanted to know whether the conditions that make ice water training dangerous
are evaluated throughout the training exercise.
Brenda Kendall, Mr. Kendall’s widow, was shocked and devastated when she heard
of Mr. Brunt’s death.
“I absolutely broke down and cried all day,” she said. “I could not believe it was
allowed to happen again.”
Carmen Santoro, president of the Ontario Professional Firefighters Association,
expressed his condolences to the families and said they deserved answers.
He pointed out that frontline firefighters accept risks in their daily jobs.
“No one should expect or accept any risks or danger while training.”
Young firefighters sign up for the programs to get a leg up on the competition.
“It’s very competitive to become a firefighter and these students are doing as much
training as they can to prepare themselves to be a full-time firefighter,” said Mr.
Santoro.
Mr. Brunt and Ashlee Brunt describe Adam as someone who loved the outdoors and
animals and was very active. Although he dipped his toes into other careers, Ashlee
Brunt said firefighting was always at the back of his mind.
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“We knew this was his passion,” said Mr. Brunt.
Advocating for an inquiry and changes to safety training regulations is a tough task
for the family.
“It’s difficult to just keep reliving it over and over again,” said Ashlee Brunt.
“We’ve had great family and friend support and we’re going to continue on to make
sure this happens,” said Mr. Brunt. “It’s important.”

Families of two men killed in firefighter training exercises
demand inquests
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2015/03/12/families-of-two-men-killed-infirefighter-training-exercises-demand-inquests.html
March 12, 2015 By PAOLA LORIGGIOThe Canadian Press
Relatives of two Ontario men who died in firefighter training exercises run by a
private company are calling for coroner’s inquests into the deaths as well as
government oversight of the industry.
Al Brunt said his son, Adam, a firefighting student who died in an ice training
exercise in Hanover last month, would have wanted to make sure what happened
to him never occurs again.
“He would want to protect the next person,” Brunt said. “We’re going to take on
that battle.”
Adam Brunt’s death on Feb. 8 came five years after a similar incident near Sarnia
claimed the life of Gary Kendall, a volunteer firefighter.
No coroner’s inquest was held in Kendall’s death but the municipality of Point
Edward was fined $75,000 under the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
Brunt joined Jennifer French, a NDP New Democrat member of the provincial
legislature, on Thursday in calling for the inquests. They are also pushing for the
province to regulate private sector companies that provide highly technical and
potentially dangerous safety courses to firefighters and other first responders.
Members of the Kendall family were present but a friend spoke on their behalf.
The courses aren’t mandatory and the companies aren’t required to follow best
practices established for firefighters.
Many firefighting students — including Adam Brunt, according to his father — sign
up for the additional training because they believe it will make them more
competitive in the job hunt.
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The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities said Wednesday it would look
into regulating the private safety training industry in the wake of the fatal incidents.
The ministry said it will review the Private Career Colleges Act, which regulates
vocational training, and will come up with a list of recommendations by the fall.
It’s important to find out exactly what went wrong in order to prevent future
fatalities, Al Brunt said. “If you’re going to build regulations around it, you need to
understand the details and the background.”
Coroner’s inquests could help set out standards for instructor-to-student ratios,
safety plans and other aspects of privately run training, he said.
French said she’s encouraged by the government’s announcement but wants to
ensure the necessary changes are brought in quickly. “The first of these deaths
occurred more than five years ago.”
The Ministry of Labour is investigating Brunt’s death.
The course he took was run by Herschel Rescue Training Systems, a Toronto-area
company whose owner and master instructor was acquitted after being charged
under the Occupational Health and Safety Act in Kendall’s death.

Inquest demanded by families of two men killed in
firefighter training exercises

http://globalnews.ca/news/1878375/inquest-demanded-by-families-of-two-menkilled-in-firefighter-training-exercises/
March 12, 2015 By Staff The Canadian Press
TORONTO – Relatives of two Ontario men who died in separate firefighter training
exercises offered by a private company say they want coroner’s inquests into the
deaths to ensure the tragedies aren’t repeated.
Gary Kendall, a volunteer firefighter, died in an ice rescue exercise near Sarnia in
2010 while a similar incident claimed the life of firefighting student Adam Brunt last
month in Hanover.
Brunt’s father, Al Brunt, says it’s important to find out exactly what went wrong to
prevent it from ever happening again.
He joined a New Democrat MPP in pushing for the province to regulate private
sector companies that provide specialized safety courses to firefighters and other
first responders.
Members of the Kendall family were also present but a friend spoke on their behalf.
The courses aren’t mandatory and the companies aren’t required to follow best
practices established for firefighters.
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The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities said Wednesday it would look
into regulating the private safety training industry in the wake of the fatal incidents.
The ministry says it will review the Private Career Colleges Act, which regulates
vocational training, and will come up with a list of recommendations by the fall.
Al Brunt says he’s encouraged by the announcement and hopes it leads to concrete
changes.

Ontario looks to regulate private safety courses after
firefighter training death
http://globalnews.ca/news/1878236/ontario-looks-to-regulate-private-safetycourses-after-firefighter-training-death/
March 12, 2015 By Staff The Canadian Press
TORONTO – The Ontario government says it will look into regulating companies that
provide safety courses to firefighters and other first responders following the death
of a firefighting student during a training exercise last month.
The companies, which offer non-mandatory specialized courses such as ice or rope
rescue, aren’t currently under government oversight, nor are they required to
follow best practices established for firefighters.
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities says it is now reviewing the
Private Career Colleges Act, which regulates vocational training, and plans to
propose amendments this fall to include private safety courses.
The industry has been under scrutiny since the Feb. 8 incident that claimed Adam
Brunt’s life.
Some, including an Ontario fire chief and a New Democrat MPP, have called for
government regulation to help ensure those taking such courses aren’t putting
themselves unnecessarily at risk.
Police said Brunt, 30, was trapped under the ice during a rescue exercise in
Hanover, Ont.
His father has said Brunt took the course in the hopes it would help him find a job
once he completed his firefighting program.
The Ministry of Labour is investigating.
“I was very saddened by this incident and our thoughts continue to be with Adam
Brunt’s family and friends during this difficult time,” Reza Moridi, the minister of
training, said in a statement.
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“After incidents like this, it is important to take a hard look at any potential
improvements that could help prevent future accidents in programs that are
currently exempt from regulatory oversight under the Private Career Colleges Act,
like single-skill firefighting courses.”
The course Brunt took was run by Herschel Rescue Training Systems, a Torontoarea company whose owner and master instructor was acquitted after being
charged under the Occupational Health and Safety Act in the training death of a
volunteer firefighter near Sarnia, Ont., in 2010.
Court documents show a judge ruled Terry Harrison had not officially been
designated as incident commander for the exercise, and thus could not be held
responsible for the firefighters’ safety.
Harrison has said he was invited to take part in the 2010 exercise but was not hired
to lead it.
He has also called for coroners’ inquests in both fatal incidents and said there
should a review of current rules to make sure rescue workers get the education
they need.

No criminal charges in Brunt death

http://www.owensoundsuntimes.com/2015/09/17/no-criminal-charges-in-bruntdeath
September 17, 2015 By Rob Gowan, Sun Times, Owen Sound
The police investigation into the death of Adam Brunt has wrapped up, but
investigations by the Ministry of Labour and the coroner’s office continue.
No criminal charges will be laid in relation to the 30-year-old Bowmanville man's
death, which occurred during a training exercise in the Saugeen River in Hanover in
February, Hanover Police Service announced on Thursday.
"The Hanover Police Service has concluded that there are no reasonable grounds to
charge any person involved with the swift water training for any criminal offence,"
town police said in a news release.
Brunt died on Feb. 8 during a swift water training course that was being conducted
by Herschel Rescue Training Systems of Newmarket. He was among a dozen
Durham College firefighting program students taking part in the exercise, with one
instructor.
Brunt died after becoming submerged beneath the ice in the fast-flowing river near
the 7th Ave. bridge.
It was discovered Brunt was missing and under the ice immediately after each of
the 13 people involved floated down a channel of fast-flowing water on the partially
frozen river in quick succession.
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The students, who
were wearing water
rescue gear, helped
Hanover firefighter
search for Brunt, who
was freed from the
water within about 15
minutes from the
time firefighters were
called. Brunt was
rushed to the
Hanover hospital
where emergency
room staff worked on
him for several hours
before he was
pronounced dead.

West Grey police officers assist Hanover police near the
water's edge by taking a video documenting the spot
where Adam Robert Brunt, 30, of Bowmanville, was
trapped under ice during a water rescue training
exercise in the Saugeen River in Feb. 2015

The coroner's office,
which is also
investigating Brunt's
death, has been
contacted and any decision related to an inquest will come from the coroner, the
news release said.

Dr. Rick Mann, regional supervising coroner for West Region - London, said
Thursday the coroner's investigation into Brunt's death is ongoing and a decision
about an inquest will not be made until that investigation is complete.
The coroner investigates all non-natural deaths and some natural deaths and
determines if an inquest should be called. If an inquest is called, the coroner
presides over that inquest, Mann said.
"The coroner's investigation itself, or an inquest, can make recommendations based
on the facts surrounding a death . . . to prevent deaths in similar circumstances in
the future," Mann said.
Ministry of Labour spokesman William Lin said Thursday that their investigation into
Blunt's death is continuing.
"At this point it is still ongoing," Lin said.
It is not the first time there has been an investigation involving someone linked to
Herschel Rescue Training Systems.
Terry Harrison, who identified himself as a master instructor and owner of Herschel
Rescue on his Facebook page, was acquitted in 2012 on one charge under the
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Occupational Health and Safety Act in the 2010 death of Point Edward volunteer
firefighter Gary Kendall in a cold water training exercise.

No criminal charges in death of man during firefighter
training
http://kitchener.ctvnews.ca/no-criminal-charges-in-death-of-man-duringfirefighter-training-1.2568004
September 17, 2015 The Canadian Press
HANOVER, Ont. -- Hanover Police say
there are no reasonable grounds to
lay criminal charges in the case of a
man who died during a training
exercise in February.
Police say they have concluded their
investigation into the death of 30year-old Adam Brunt.
Brunt died after being trapped under
ice in fast flowing water in the
Saugeen River during a firefighter
training exercise with other people.
The training for ice and water rescue certification was being done by a private firm,
Herschel Rescue Training Systems.
The Hanover Police Service has concluded no criminal offence occurred.
Police received assistance from the Ministry of Labour and the Fire Marshal's office.
A 51-year-old man died during a similar training exercise near Sarnia in 2010.
Brunt's family has called for an inquest into the deaths, to ensure it doesn't happen
again.
Police say any decision related to an inquest will come from the coroner's office.
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities announced last winter that it will
look at regulating companies providing safety courses for firefighters and first
responders.
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Firefighter student's training death brings no charges
https://www.firerescue1.com/international-firefighting/articles/3218431-Firefighterstudents-training-death-brings-no-charges/

Sep 17, 2015

Adam Brunt, 30, died when he got trapped under ice during water rescue
training; the private training firm was under fire for not being regulated
TORONTO — Police have determined that no criminal
charges will be issued in the death of a firefighter
student during a swift water training exercise.
CTV News reported that Adam Brunt, 30, a firefighting
student from Ontario, died during a training exercise
on Feb. 8. Brunt would have graduated in June and
was taking the course to improve his resume before
looking for a job.

Adam Brunt
(Courtesy Photo)

Brunt was training in the Saugeen River when he got trapped under ice in a fastflowing current.
The training course was administered by the private training company Herschel
Rescue Training Systems. The company’s owner, a Toronto-area firefighter, was
acquitted after being charged in 2010 in the death of a volunteer firefighter, Gary
Kendall, who died during a similar ice rescue exercise.
Police concluded that there were no reasonable grounds to criminally charge
anyone involved in the training course, according to the report. An investigation is
still underway to determine the circumstances that led to Brunt’s death.

No charges expected in drowning of firefighting student
Adam Brunt
http://kitchener.ctvnews.ca/no-charges-expected-in-drowning-of-firefightingstudent-adam-brunt-1.2763828
February 3, 2016 CTV Kitchener
Blaming a jurisdictional issue, the Ministry of Labour says it will not be laying any
charges in connection with the death of Adam Brunt.
Brunt, 30, died last February while doing a firefighter training exercise on the
Saugeen River in Hanover.
While conducting a rescue scenario, he became caught under the frigid water and
drowned.
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A ministry spokesperson
said that the main reason
charges are not being laid is
because Brunt was a trainee
of Herschel Rescue Training
Systems, not a worker –
meaning his death does not
fall under the ministry’s
purview.
Police have also declined to
lay charges in connection
with Brunt’s case.

Firefighting student Adam Brunt died during an
ice rescue exercise on the Saugeen River in
Hanover, Ont. seen on Monday, Feb. 9, 2015.
(Scott Miller / CTV London)

Following his death, the
province announced plans to
tighten regulations on
companies providing safety training for firefighters.

With files from CTV London

Bowmanville couple Al and Christy Brunt fighting for
change after firefighting trainee son’s death
http://www.northumberlandnews.com/news-story/6401525-bowmanville-couple-aland-christy-brunt-fighting-for-change-after-firefighting-trainee-son-s-death/
Mar 23, 2016 By Reka Szekely Oshawa This Week

Oshawa NDP MPP Jennifer French joins Brunt family in calling for
regulation of private training industry
DURHAM -- On the day Bowmanville’s Al and Christy Brunt’s son Adam died, Ms.
Brunt said her gut was telling her something was wrong.
“I just had this horrible, horrible feeling, I’m like what’s wrong and then of course
we get the call,” explains Ms. Brunt.
At the time, 30-year-old Adam was a Durham College student working towards
becoming a firefighter and was participating in a private ice water training course
conducted by Terry Harrison of Herschel Rescue Training Systems.
Adam died on Feb. 8, 2015 after being trapped under ice in fast-flowing water in
the Saugeen River in Hanover.
“The first thing we asked when we got to the hospital is how could this happen,”
said Ms. Brunt.
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That remains the question
haunting the Brunts.
It was only after their son’s
death that they learned that
in 2010 volunteer firefighter
Gary Kendall died while
training with Herschel
Rescue during an ice water
rescue exercise. The
Ministry of Labour ultimately
fined the Town of Point
Edward -- Mr. Kendall’s
employer -- $75,000 in that
case. Mr. Harrison was also
charged under labour laws,
but acquitted because the
fire chief was considered to
be in command of the
scene.

CLARINGTON -- Al and Christy Brunt held a photo
of their son Adam who died in February 2015
during a firefighter training session in the Saugeen
River, eight days after his 30th birthday. The
couple is pushing for changes in the privately
operated training to improve safety and avoid
further casualties. March 19 2016
Photo by Peter Redman

In September 2015, Hanover police concluded a criminal investigation into Adam’s
death, saying there were no reasonable grounds for charges.
Just days before the one-year anniversary of Adam’s death, the Ministry of Labour
also announced it would not lay charges because Adam was not a worker.
“It was determined we did not have jurisdiction because this incident didn’t involve
a worker as determined under the Occupational Health and Safety Act,” said Janet
Deline, spokeswoman for the ministry.
Now the Brunts are waiting to hear whether the coroner will decide to call an
inquest. An inquest does not find people legally responsible for a death, rather it
examines the circumstances of a death and determines whether there are policies
that need to be implemented or changed to prevent a similar death.
Regardless of whether or not an inquest is called -- though they’re hoping for one -the Brunts say they want to see policy changes that would protect students like
Adam in the same way workers are protected under health and safety laws.
“We have to be able to protect the next student, and the next student after and the
student after that,” said Mr. Brunt. “Policies have been our goal from the beginning,
we have to make something good come of it.”
Oshawa NDP MPP Jennifer French is working with the Brunt family to push for
regulation of the private training industry, which she said right now is “sort of the
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wild west” and said it extends beyond firefighter training, citing powerline workers
as one example.
Last year, Reza Moridi, the minister of Colleges, Training and Universities, issued a
statement saying the Ministry would begin a review of the Private Career Colleges
Act and propose options to improve safety for students participating in programs
that carry risk.
In February, Ms. French wrote a letter to the minister of labour calling on him, the
ministry and the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services to
regulate the industry.
“We need to see action,” she said. “Over five years ago when Gary Kendall passed,
all of the ministries and people involved said oh that’s not our jurisdiction ...
nothing was accomplished after the fact. Flash forward five years later, we have a
describably similar tragedy -- arguably preventable tragedy -- and we’re not going
to argue with the government over whose jurisdiction it is, but we need to see
action.”
Meanwhile, for the Brunts, there’s no closure. Memories of Adam are everywhere in
their home, from photos, to Adam’s dog Boris to his bedroom that remains almost
untouched.
“We can’t even begin to think of clean his room up,” said Ms. Brunt.

Coroner's inquest will look into the deaths of Gary Kendall
and Adam Brunt
http://www.theobserver.ca/2016/06/02/coroners-inquest-will-look-into-the-deathsof-gary-kendall-and-adam-brunt
June 2, 2016 By Tyler Kula, Sarnia Observer
More than six years after a Point Edward firefighter died
training on ice in the St. Clair River, a coroner's inquest
into his death is being held.
Thursday the provincial coroner's office announced 51year-old Gary Kendall's Jan. 31, 2010 death, and the
Feb. 8, 2015 death of Durham College fire student
Adam Brunt, 30 – who died during ice-water training in
the Saugeen River in Hanover – will be the subject of an
inquest.
Both training sessions were provided by Herschel
Rescue Training Systems.
The inquest, said Dr. Rick Mann, regional supervising coroner for the West Region,
London office, will see a jury determine the cause and manner of death of both
men, based on information from the coroner's office.
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The jury may make recommendations aimed at preventing similar deaths, he said.
“The recommendations that they may make may be regarding regulation or some
other avenues or things related to training and things of that nature,” he said.
The exact scope of the inquest, and where and when it will be held, have not been
determined, he said.
But the mere fact there will be an inquest comes as a relief, said Myrissa Kendall,
Gary's daughter. Her family has been publicly pushing for an inquest and for
regulation of how private companies conduct fire training.
“It shouldn't have happened the first time. It did. It happened the second time; it
shouldn't have happened,” she said.
“There's a reason. This needs to stop.”
As a result of Gary Kendall's death, Herschel owner and trainer Terry Harrison faced
charges under the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA). He was initially
charged with four offences related to failing to take reasonable precautions to
protect a worker.
A judge later dismissed three of those four charges, with Harrison eventually being
acquitted of the remaining charge following a six-day trial.
Point Edward Fire Chief Doug MacKenzie and the Village of Point Edward were also
charged, and the village pleaded guilty to failing to take precautions to protect a
worker. It was fined $75,000 and charges against MacKenzie were withdrawn.
No charges were laid in Brunt's death.
Hopes are results from the inquest leads legislators to regulate the private training
industry, Myrissa Kendall said.
“Just because one person says they know how to do it, doesn't mean they actually
know how to do it,” she said. “There needs to be governing bodies. That's what we
want.”
A Ministry of Labour prosecutor called for a coroner's inquest following the trial into
Kendall's death, in order to provide recommendations to prevent a similar tragedy.
No inquest was ever held.
Asked why this inquest is being held, Mann said it's based on a number of factors,
including “whether a jury of individuals who hear evidence regarding the events
surrounding a death would be able to make recommendations that may be able to
prevent deaths in similar circumstances.”
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Asked if Kendall's family's push for an inquest was a reason, he said, “Certainly
families can receive the reports that are generated at a coroner's investigation and
the family certainly can ask for an inquest.”
-- With files from Postmedia Network

Christie Blatchford: Why no standards for rescue training
http://news.nationalpost.com/full-comment/christie-blatchford-why-no-standardsfor-rescue-training
June 6, 2016 CHRISTIE BLATCHFORD
The announcement last week from the Ontario coroner’s office of a coming inquest
into two deaths got scant attention.
Yet the deaths — of firefighting student Adam Brunt in Hanover, Ont., last year and
volunteer firefighter Gary Kendall in Point Edward, Ont., in 2010 — underscore the
astonishing lack of regulation that exists across the dangerous profession.
Brunt and Kendall both died during what’s called cold-water rescue training, with
the 30-year-old Brunt perishing after being trapped under ice in the fast-flowing
Saugeen River, and Kendall, 51, pulled under shore ice in the St. Clair River. He
died in hospital the following day.
Both men were being trained by the same private company, Herschel Rescue
Training Systems, owned by Brampton firefighter Terry Harrison.
In 2012, Harrison was acquitted by Ontario Court Judge Michael O’Dea on an
occupational health and safety charge in connection with Kendall’s death, in some
significant measure because the judge found that the Point Edward fire chief was
technically still in charge.
A similar charge against the chief was dropped, with the municipality, which is near
Sarnia, pleading guilty to failing to take precautions to protect a worker and being
fined $75,000.
But in fact, Ontario Professional Fire Fighters Association (OPFFA) president Carmen
Santoro told Postmedia in a phone interview Monday, rescue training “is that kind
of ramshackle industry,” with virtually anyone able to hang out a shingle and even
those who are properly qualified not held to any recognized standard.
And getting a job with a fire service is desperately competitive, Santoro said, with
students such as Brunt (who was a firefighting student at Durham College, which
wasn’t affiliated with the rescue training company) keen to get an edge on the
hiring ladder by padding their resumés with such weekend courses.
We’re the only first responders without a set of standards
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“We’re the only first responders without a set of standards,” Santoro said. “We
need standards, standards in training, standards in fire prevention … We accept risk
as first responders, but in a training evolution?
“Training should be regulated, safe, and you should walk away alive.”
The problem isn’t confined to firefighter training, either.
Another recent coroner’s inquest, which this spring examined two fires that killed a
total of seven people, heard that there are no mandatory provincial training
standards for emergency call dispatchers, whose advice to panicked callers can be
critical; fire prevention inspectors (one of whom, in one of the fires, appears to
have misinterpreted the Ontario Fire Code); or public education programs.
Police and ambulance services, by contrast, have mandatory standards in
comparable areas.
A key recommendation from the fire inquest jury was that Ontario’s community
safety and correctional services ministry “make a regulation … requiring mandatory
certification and training to recognized industry standards for all personnel whose
primary job function is to perform fire inspections, public education and/or
communications.”
A government can do that, if not quite with the stroke of a pen, then with
reasonable ease — as Community Safety Minister Yasir Naqvi and his staff are now
doing with police services by undertaking a modernization of the Police Services
Act.
This spring, for instance, the government passed a controversial regulation banning
police from carding, or conducting street checks.
If the Police Services Act dates back to 1990, its fire service equivalent, the Fire
Protection and Prevention Act of 1997, is only marginally less archaic.
We just want minimum standards. If you and I are both shocked, imagine
how the families (of Brunt and Kendall) felt, to learn that there isn’t even a
regulation
When Brunt died, Santoro said, he appeared with the young man’s broken family
and Oshawa NDP MPP Jennifer French at a Queen’s Park press conference to push
for the inquest. He also attended several days of the recent inquest into the fires.
“It’s just so frustrating,” Santoro said. “At the fire inquest, I just felt like
screaming: ‘We need standards; it’s dangerous!’ ”
He said that while he hopes the rescue death inquest — no date has been
scheduled yet — may result in recommendations to stop the proliferation of
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unregulated companies offering training, in the interim, fire chiefs and services
should stop “accepting those little padded resumés” from eager students.
Ice or cold-water rescue training isn’t even required by most fire departments.
“We’re not asking for the moon,” Santoro said. “We just want minimum standards.
If you and I are both shocked, imagine how the families (of Brunt and Kendall) felt,
to learn that there isn’t even a regulation.

Clarington family welcomes coroner’s inquest into death of
firefighting student Adam Brunt
http://www.northumberlandnews.com/news-story/6794011-clarington-familywelcomes-coroner-s-inquest-into-death-of-firefighting-student-adam-brunt/
Aug 06, 2016 By Reka Szekely Oshawa This Week

Young man died after being trapped under icy waters of Saugeen
River
DURHAM -- The family of a Clarington firefighting student who died during a private
fire training exercise is welcoming an inquest into his death.
Bowmanville’s Adam Brunt, 30, died on Feb. 8, 2015 while participating in training
exercises conducted by Terry Harrison of Herschel Rescue Training Systems in
Hanover. The Durham College student died after being trapped by a piece of metal
rebar under icy waters in the Saugeen River.
The inquest, called in June, will investigate his death as well as the death of Gary
Kendall, a volunteer firefighter who died while participating in a cold water training
exercise with the same private company in 2010.
Adam’s father Al Brunt, said his family has been pushing for an inquest into Adam’s
death and that of Gary Kendall, “It’s what we’ve been pushing for to clean the
situation up so it doesn’t happen again,” he said. “This is the way to do it with an
inquest that will review all of the findings.”
Along with Oshawa MPP Jennifer French, the Brunts have also been advocating for
the regulation of private colleges that conduct safety training. The Ministry of
Colleges, Training and Universities has announced it will be reviewing the Private
Colleges Act.
In September 2015, Hanover police concluded a criminal investigation into Adam’s
death, saying there were no reasonable grounds for charges and the Ministry of
Labour announced it would not lay charges because Adam was not a worker.
Dr. Rick Mann, regional supervising coroner for West Region, said the inquest will
consider the events surrounding the deaths and the jury may make
recommendations.
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“Our job is not to shame and blame, our job is public safety,” explains Dr. Mann.
“It’s looking at public safety and looking at ways that may prevent deaths in similar
circumstances.”
In an April e-mail to Oshawa This Week, Mr. Harrison called both deaths a
“tremendous tragedy” and said they should be taken seriously to improve the
foundation of training and delivering ice water rescue.
“But it can only be improved if the actual and proper information gets out to the
rescue personnel doing these rescues,” he wrote. “I am hoping there is an inquest,
I welcome the investigation so that the proper facts can get out to the concerned
professionals.”
Meanwhile, the Brunt family is still struggling with Adam’s loss.
“Every day it’s a challenge, even today, you relive it every time an announcement’s
made,” said Mr. Brunt. “We’re dealing with it, we’re getting better, but it’s a long
ways from over, the inquest is going to relive it all.”
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